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This paper examines the development of the microsphere technology, its long and difficult path to
commercialisation and the litigation over its ownership. The decision of the full Federal Court to reject the
claims of the University of Western Australia to ownership of the intellectual property in the microsphere
research undertaken by Bruce Gray and his research team is controversial, in particular its application of
the general law implied term in contracts of employment. The paper explores the central litigation, both
at first instance and on appeal, what the courts had to say about the ownership of patent rights generated
in these circumstances and the extent to which the judgments have more general application across the
university sector. The litigation presented a situation that was far from the ideal envisaged by Justice French
at first instance, of ‘incentives, harmony and certainty’ coexisting in commercialised university research.

I Introduction
The research was all about saving lives, treating liver cancer by using microspheres injected
into the bloodstream to target the affected organ. One form of the technology transported
radioactive material (SIR-Spheres (Selective Internal Radiation)), another carried anti-cancer
drugs (DOX-Spheres) and yet another delivered magnetic material that was then heated by an
external magnetic field (Thermo-Spheres). After many years of development, there was potentially
a lot of money to be made but several individuals and organisations were disputing its ownership.
It was far from the ideal situation, described by Justice French in his first instance judgment, where
‘incentives, harmony and certainty’1 coexist in commercialised university research. Instead, there
was evidence of long running disputes between academics in the same faculty over competition
for research funding and the ownership and use of laboratory equipment; a dispute about which
members of the research team invented what technology; and substantial litigation between a
university and the commercial vehicle established to exploit the technology.
This paper examines the development of the microsphere technology by Bruce Gray and
his research team, the long and difficult path to its commercialisation and the legal disputes
arising along the way. It explores the main litigation about ownership of the intellectual property
rights, in particular patent rights, in the research, both at first instance2 and on appeal3 and the
court’s ultimate rejection of the University of Western Australia’s (UWA) claims. The paper then
examines some of the key issues the case raises for the management of intellectual property in
universities.
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II Background
Bruce Gray’s work using microsphere technology in targeting anti-cancer treatment to the
liver began in the early 1980s while he was at Melbourne University. His work there involved
SIR-spheres delivering radiation therapy to the cancerous liver.4 The results of Gray’s first studies
using the technology were published in 19835 and the first microspheres were manufactured in
1983/4.6 During this time some preliminary work was undertaken by Gray and his research team
on using the microsphere technology to deliver anti-cancer drugs (eg, doxorubicin) to the liver
(DOX-Spheres), as well as microspheres carrying ferromagnetic material to the liver tumours,
which was then to be heated through the use of external alternating electro-magnetic fields
(Thermo-Spheres).7 Human trials of the SIR-Spheres were about to take place when Gray was
successful in his application for a chair at UWA and so they did not proceed. Instead, Gray moved
his research work to UWA. He took up the UWA chair of surgery at Royal Perth Hospital (RPH)
in January 1985,8 with UWA paying 70 per cent of his salary and 30 per cent being paid by RPH.
On Gray’s arrival at UWA, he and his research team continued with the microsphere research,
including applying for multiple grants for equipment and for other research activities, including
collaborative research with organisations such as the CSIRO.9 A series of academic papers, with
multiple authorships involving various members of the research team, about particular aspects
of their work, were published over this early period. Animal trials of the SIR-Spheres took place
from an early stage and human (clinical) trials commenced in November 1986.10 In 1986 Gray’s
team also commenced work on the Thermo-Spheres.11
At the time Gray was appointed, UWA was only just beginning to put in place appropriate
mechanisms to deal with intellectual property generated by its staff. There had been some earlier
efforts to establish processes by which intellectual property generated from research taking place
at UWA could be managed and commercialised. The UWA patent regulations, 1971, came into
effect no later than 1975.12 Under the regulations a patent committee was established to advise the
Vice-Chancellor in relation to inventions created at the university.13 The regulations recognised
that ‘seek[ing]’ patentable inventions was not part of UWA policy but inventions might be created
during research activities and they should be patented ‘to safeguard the interests of the University
and the inventor in a manner consistent with the University’s obligations to the public’.14 The
regulations obliged persons to disclose ‘any patentable invention made or developed wholly or
in part during the course of that person’s duty or whilst using the University’s research facilities’
and to assign his or her rights to the university if it decided ‘to exercise its rights in the invention’.
The inventor was entitled to a specified share in the proceeds from the university’s exploitation
of the invention (regulations 6-9) but the university senate was free to enter into ‘a special
arrangement’ with the inventor on different terms (regulation 11). In November 1976 Uniscan
Ltd was incorporated by UWA on the recommendation of the patent committee, to facilitate the
development of a particular project (a graphic display system).15 In April 1983 UWA established a
Centre for Applied Business Research (CABR) as an administrative unit to operate in conjunction
with Uniscan and to take an active role in the development of intellectual property created at the
university.16 An intellectual property unit was set up within CABR in 1984.17
However, despite the efforts of some UWA administrators, according to the evidence in
the microsphere case, by 1986, within a year of Gray’s appointment, the intellectual property
policies and practices of UWA were ‘in a state of disarray’.18 In order to help remedy the situation
the position of Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) (DVCR) was established in May 1986 but
not filled until April 1987.19 Soon after his appointment as the first DVCR, Robert Parfitt was
approached by Gray and they discussed his research work.20
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But even before Parfitt arrived, Gray was aware of the commercial potential of his
work. In 1986 he had met with the director of CABR (Ian Nicholas) and discussed the three
microsphere projects.21 In 1987 Gray provided CABR with a more detailed proposal about the
SIR-Spheres research and its commercialisation and a separate proposal to advance the DOXSpheres research.22 It was agreed between Nicholas and Gray that CABR would seek advice
from patent attorneys about the patentability of aspects of the DOX-Spheres and Thermo-Spheres
technologies.23 A draft provisional patent specification for the Thermo-Spheres technology was
prepared by the patent attorneys.24 Gray and Nicolas approached a potential commercial partner
and a government agency seeking further funding for Gray’s research. Other commercial entities
made approaches to UWA and Gray in response to publicity about Gray’s work.
But UWA had now apparently changed its mind about its strategy for managing intellectual
property emerging from its staff’s research. By July 1988, its policy of operating Uniscan and
CABR, essentially at arm’s length from the university, was no longer pursued. The operations of
these agencies began to be drawn back under more direct UWA management, in particular under
the DVCR.25
Meanwhile Gray continued to work in conjunction with Uniscan to further develop the
microsphere technologies. In 1988 a feasibility study was undertaken by CSIRO into the ThermoSpheres technology26 and Uniscan was directly involved in the contract arrangements. The contract
was made between Uniscan and CSIRO and it provided for joint ownership of any intellectual
property arising from the study.27 During this period Uniscan also arranged introductions for
Gray to various potential commercial partners in the hope that they would fund the development
of the Thermo-Spheres technology. Unfortunately, none of these contacts led to an arrangement
for commercialisation. Uniscan then began rationalising the projects under its control and in July
1988 it indicated to Gray it was not proceeding with the DOX-Spheres technology.28
Even though these initial attempts to attract commercial interest in the technology failed,
Gray still appreciated the need to protect the intellectual property generated by his research work.
In September 1988 he lodged a provisional patent specification (PJ0371-‘Targeted hysteresis
hyperthemias for the treatment of cancer’), in his own name.29
By the end of 1989 UWA was again trying something new in its management of intellectual
property. In conjunction with the three other Western Australian public universities, it appointed
Technology and Innovation Management Pty Ltd (TIM) to provide intellectual property
consultancy services to UWA, instead of Uniscan and CABR.30
For his part, Gray’s SIR-Spheres research was progressing and from 1989 into the early 1990s
there were several academic papers, with multiple authors from the research team, published on
the results of the clinical trials.31 Clinical trials were undertaken at RPH and QEII Medical Centre.
Further funding for trials was obtained from the National Health and Medical Research Council.32
From the early 1990s, the SIR-Sphere treatment of patients with liver cancer developed by Gray
and his team was taken up in hospitals in Hong Kong and New Zealand.33 In September 1989
Gray’s team was expanded when Yan Chen came to work on the DOX-Spheres and Stephen
Jones on the Thermo-Spheres.34 In late 1989 Gray also began to work with Christopher Berndt
at Monash University’s Department of Materials Engineering on developing a hollow Yttrium
microsphere (SIR-Spheres).35
Gray’s microsphere research was progressing in the 1990s despite a background of increasing
conflict for him within UWA. Gray thought the source of much of the conflict was the support
his work began to receive from some within the Lions Club in Western Australia. In 1990 Gray’s
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work with the Lions Club on screening women for breast cancer led to plans for the Lions Club to
establish a research institute (Lions Cancer Institute (LCI)) at RPH, with Gray as its first medical
director.36 Gray had talks at this time with the UWA DVCR and Vice-Chancellor, who were both
supportive of the early plans.37 However, some UWA researchers viewed the LCI as a potential
competitor for public research funds. Among them was Anthony House, then head of the UWA
department in which Gray was employed (Department of Surgery). House wrote to the ViceChancellor raising concerns about the LCI interfering with Lions Club funding to the Lions Eye
Institute, Lions Save Hearing and the Australian Kidney Foundation.38 Other senior academics in
the Medical Faculty were also opponents of the LCI.
Notwithstanding this opposition, the LCI was incorporated on 25 January 1991 with Gray
as its Medical Director and Mark Burton, a member of Gray’s research team, as its Scientific
Director.39 The main focus of the LCI was Gray’s microsphere technology.40 At the same time a
group of individuals, not associated with the Lions Club, incorporated another entity, the Friends
of the Cancer Institute Inc, on 30 January 1991, with the aim of raising funds for LCI projects.41
In October 1993 this second entity changed its name to the Cancer Research Institute Inc (CRI).42
These entities were later to play key roles in efforts to commercialise the microspheres technology.
In 1993 UWA was once again addressing its intellectual property management policy. In that
year a new position of Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research) (PVCR) was created and Uniscan was
deregistered.43 The appointee to the position (Michael Barber) arrived in February 1994 and he
and others later guided new intellectual property regulations towards the required UWA senate’s
approval in July 1996.44 Under the 1996 intellectual property regulations there was a significant
change in approach to staff-generated intellectual property. Except in the case of a special
agreement providing otherwise, any intellectual property created ‘in the course of the originator’s
employment with the University’ was now to be owned by the university, except for copyright,
in which case the university would own copyright in computer programs but not other copyright
material (regulation 4(4)). The originator of the material was entitled to a specified share of
net revenue from the commercialisation of the intellectual property (regulation 10). However, a
failure to formally promulgate the new regulations meant they came into effect no earlier than 30
November 1997,45 and it was only then that the 1971 patent regulations were rescinded.
In the period from 1994 to 1999 the commercialisation of intellectual property generated at
UWA remained essentially a ‘by-product’ of the other activities of the university and there was
no close monitoring of the intellectual property disclosure obligations of UWA staff.46 Indeed, the
court found that between 1985 and 1997 UWA had effectively abandoned the patent committee
with its essential role of advising the Vice-Chancellor on UWA inventions and it failed to establish
administrative procedures for notification to the Vice-Chancellor of inventions generated at UWA
as required under the patent regulations.
Despite the problems with UWA’s intellectual property management, there were obviously
benefits in research centres being associated with the university. This is illustrated by the
considerable efforts of LCI (from 1991) to gain formal affiliation with UWA. What LCI had in
mind was for it to be a research institute rather than merely a fundraising entity, based initially
around supporting Gray and his research.47 In 1993 LCI applied for affiliation with UWA but
when the application was considered by the executive committee of the Faculty of Medicine
and Dentistry, the decision was initially deferred because of a ‘turf war’ between LCI and the
Cancer Foundation of Western Australia.48 Gray perceived part of the opposition to the affiliation
application, and LCI in general, as coming from the then Dean of the Faculty (James Patterson).49
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Early in 1993 the level of conflict was such that Burton, a key member of Gray’s research team,
decided to leave UWA.50
At the same time Gray remained vigilant about the need to protect the intellectual property
being generated by the microsphere research. On 18 November 1993 Chen and Gray lodged a
provisional patent specification (PM2492) (‘Controlled release matrix for drugs and chemicals’),
naming Chen and Gray as inventors.51 The invention related to the use of metal ions to control the
release of drugs from the microspheres (DOX-Spheres).
In the middle of 1994 Gray began to approach potential investors seeking venture capital to
commercialise the microsphere technology being developed through LCI and CRI.52 At the same
time he was discussing with the newly appointed PVCR (Barber) these early plans to incorporate
a company to commercialise the technology using venture capital.
However, in late 1994 conflict was beginning to emerge within Gray’s own research team.
When the documentation for the DOX-Spheres patent application, now in the name of CRI, but
naming Gray and Chen as inventors, was being prepared, Chen became concerned. She felt that if
there was to be any commercialisation of the invention, she should share in the benefits and not be
disadvantaged if the patent rights were to be held in the name of CRI.53 At the time Chen sought
advice from a firm of patent attorneys.
Negotiations over the terms of the affiliation agreement between LCI and UWA, in particular
the inclusion of CRI in the arrangement, took place during 1994 and 1995. One of the contentious
issues was the proposed ownership of intellectual property generated by the research. While
UWA wanted the proceeds of intellectual property generated under the arrangement to be divided
‘as negotiated’ between the contracting parties, Gray wished to keep any proceeds generated
by commercial contract staff, as opposed to research grant staff, solely in LCI/CRI hands.54
The affiliation agreement was entered into at the end of October 1995.55 Under the agreement
UWA was to be the employer of LCI/CRI staff and all research funding applications were to be
made through it. The university was entitled to negotiate a share of the proceeds of intellectual
property generated by staff and students funded by grants processed through the university.56 The
other commercial projects at LCI/CRI were to ‘operate with separate agreements which identify
interests in the intellectual property, royalties and costs etc’.57

III Commercialisation Plans
An initial push towards a public fundraising to commercialise the microsphere technology
was made during 1995. On 19 April the ‘first’ Paragon Medical Ltd was incorporated and Gray
was appointed its managing director.58 This company later transferred its name to a ‘second’
Paragon Medical Ltd and in 1999 it was deregistered. By the middle of 1995 Paragon Medical
Ltd was entering into a confidentiality agreement with ARI, a division of the Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), in relation to discussions concerning the future
manufacture under licence by ARI of the Yttrium microspheres.59
In October 1995 Gray wrote to the executive dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry
(Stephen Schwarz) advising him of the formation of Paragon Medical Ltd, that he (Gray) was
a director of the company and the intention to use it for raising capital for medical research
to be undertaken by CRI.60 Gray explained that he would expect to receive ‘a financial return’
from it ‘[i]f and when’ its operations became profitable.61 He admitted that if the venture was
successful, this could ‘impinge on [his] ability to fulfil [his] duties with the University’ and stated
that at such stage he would tell the university and ‘make appropriate arrangements so that the
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University’s interests are protected’.62 The letter was referred to the UWA Vice-Chancellor and
advice on it was sought from the university solicitor.63 According to UWA policy guidelines,
Gray’s directorship of a for-profit company required prior permission but this was not followed
up by UWA. The court at first instance found the actions of the UWA Vice-Chancellor amounted
to ‘either a permission within the terms of the UWA policy or a waiver of its strict application’.64
At the time Gray was beginning to develop a commercial structure for the exploitation of
the microsphere technology, conflict continued within the Department of Surgery and between
medical researchers at the RPH. In order to resolve the continuing conflicts, it was decided LCI/
CRI would be reorganised under a new Centre for Applied Cancer Research (CACS), with effect
from 1 March 1996.65 CACS was established as a collaborative research centre of UWA and
LCI/CRI, administratively equivalent to a department in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry
but it was not a separate corporate entity.66 CACS was to undertake the affiliation obligations
previously owed by LCI/CRI to UWA. Gray was appointed CACS’ Medical Director.
While the new administrative arrangements were being put in place, Gray continued to
pursue patent registration for the microsphere research. He lodged a provisional patent application
(PN9782-‘Targeted hysteresis hyperthermias as a method for treating cancer’)67 on 10 May 1996 for
the Thermo-Sphere technology68 in which he was named as inventor.69 An International Regional
patent application was made on 21 June 1996 in relation to the SIR-Spheres technology.70 From
this time Gray also sought to have all the intellectual property rights in work done by students for
CRI assigned to CACS/CRI and confidentiality obligations imposed on them.
However, one member of Gray’s research team was still concerned to ensure she reaped
some of the benefits of the commercialisation for her contribution to the technology. In October
1996 Gray wrote to Chen on CRI letterhead seeking her signature on an assignment of the US
patent rights to enable the DOX-Spheres patent application to be lodged by CRI in the USA.
In response to a query from Chen about her benefiting from the commercialisation of the
invention, Gray indicated that ‘as per the original agreement’ Chen would benefit if the invention
was commercialised but at this stage all that was being done was to ensure appropriate patent
protection was in place.71 Chen signed the necessary documents, including documents relating to
a Canadian patent application, in November and December 1996.
In mid-1996 Gray commenced discussions with Nomura/JAFCO (Nomura), a Japanese
technology investment joint venture.72 This relationship was the breakthrough needed by Gray to
progress his research to commercialisation. By the following year Gray was moving from full time
to a fractional appointment with UWA so he could direct more of his attention to commercialising
the technology. His .3 fractional appointment represented his work at RPH, so from March 1997,
although remaining an employee of UWA, Gray was being paid only by RPH.73
The Nomura connection also brought with it a much stricter approach to the ownership
of rights in the microsphere technology and raised questions about the chain of title to those
rights. Gray was asked to provide confirmation from the organisations he had worked with on the
microsphere technology (ie, UWA, RPH, the Chinese University of Hong Kong) that they had no
claim to ownership of any of the patent applications. CRI wrote to UWA’s PVCR (Barber) on 17
January 1997 informing him of the negotiations with the third party investor and indicating that
it required from UWA a statement confirming it had no claim to ownership of the rights in the
technology. The letter asserted that UWA had no interest in the intellectual property connected
with the SIR-Spheres and DOX-Spheres and that in relation to the Thermo-Sphere technology,
where the researcher involved (Stephen Jones) was nominally on the UWA payroll, all costs of
the research had in fact been borne by CRI.74 Barber replied by letter on 22 January confirming
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‘on the basis of the facts’ in the earlier CRI letter, that in relation to the ‘CRI funded technology’
UWA had no interest in the three identified technologies or its associated intellectual property.75
The court was not convinced that Barber’s reply amounted to ‘informed consent’ but it considered
Barber’s ‘less than rigorous approach in this respect was consistent with his less than hard line
attitude to the enforcement of what he and others thought were UWA’s intellectual property
rights’.76
Nomura retained the law firm Freehills to act for it in relation to its intended investment in
the technology.77 The due diligence to be undertaken by Freehills with respect to the intellectual
property was to be limited to a ‘basic patent appraisal’ but the risks with such a limited
inquiry were to be offset by including in the agreements ‘the broadest possible warranties and
representations’.78
Even at this early stage in the relationship, Nomura was having a significant effect on the
actions of Gray and his associated research centres. On the recommendation of the Nomura
representative (Michael Panaccio), Paragon Medical Ltd increased the price it charged to RPH
and other hospitals for the SIR-Spheres from $690 (approximate actual cost) to $2,800 per dose.79
The decision to raise the price had important consequences for Gray.
The decision to charge hospitals more for the SIR-Spheres was made at a time when Gray’s
relationship with UWA was deteriorating. In February 1997 the PVCR (Barber) wrote to Gray
raising the likelihood of future potential conflicts of interest now the commercialisation of the
microsphere technology looked like going ahead and indicating his presumption that Gray had
sought approval for his consulting work under the relevant UWA policy.80 Gray replied on 5 March,
describing his positions at LCI/CRI as unpaid and asserting that he had not received ‘income or
other benefit’ from third parties while employed with UWA.81 However Gray recognised the
potential for future conflicts and indicated he was negotiating a change of employment with UWA
from full time to a fractional appointment.82 Barber’s reply to Gray was that such a reduction
would not remove potential conflict.83
In March and April 1997 RPH authorities became concerned about the price increase for
the SIR-Spheres. They discovered Gray had an interest in the supplier (Paragon Medical Ltd)
and sought legal advice from the Crown Solicitor’s Office about his conduct.84 Acting on the
advice, a complaint was made to the Western Australian police fraud squad.85 On 5 May Deputy
Vice-Chancellor Allan Robson wrote to the Anti-Corruption Commission indicating UWA
suspected ‘on reasonable grounds’ that Gray ‘has been involved in conduct which may amount
to corruption, a crime or serious improper conduct’.86 In the middle of 1997 the RPH ethics
committee suspended recruitment of patients for Gray’s clinical trials, pending the outcome of
the police investigation. In August 1997 the Anti-Corruption Commission asked the DPP whether
there was sufficient evidence of Gray committing a criminal office. The DPP advised that there
was insufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case.87 On 2 October Barber wrote to Gray
about Gray’s attempts to impose confidentiality obligations on PhD students working at CRI and to
obtain all intellectual property. Barber considered the confidentiality obligation was ‘appropriate’
but the attempt to obtain ownership of the intellectual property from students ‘unacceptable’.88

IV Commercialisation Agreements and Public Offering
As the conflict at UWA was escalating, Nomura and Gray were moving closer to a
commercialisation outcome for the microsphere research. Under the arrangements, Paragon
Medical Ltd was to change its name to Australian Surgical Products Ltd89 and the name of
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Paragon Medical was to be transferred to a new corporate entity. The ‘second’ Paragon Medical
Ltd,90 later renamed Sirtex Medical Ltd, was incorporated on 21 April 1997.
On 1 May 1997 various agreements were entered into.91 Under an asset purchase deed the
new Paragon Medical Ltd acquired the old Paragon’s assets (inventions, patents, know how) in
consideration of $100.92 The new Paragon Medical Ltd entered a memorandum of understanding
with CRI93 under which CRI was to carry out research for Paragon in return for reimbursement
of staff salaries and expenses plus a 30 per cent loading. Intellectual property rights were to be
owned by Paragon.
An asset purchase deed provided for Paragon to purchase from CRI the DOX-Spheres
patent (PCT/AU94/00708), any interest in patents, know how, intellectual property rights and
equipment then held, in consideration of 433,332 B ordinary shares in Paragon.94 Included in
the deed were representations that CRI owned the assets and no third party had any claim to
them and an indemnity in respect of a breach of the representations.95 An assignment by Gray
transferred the relevant intellectual property rights and other property to Paragon in consideration
of $2,739,990, the price to be satisfied by an allotment of Paragon shares (1,028,33 A ordinary
and 341,682 B ordinary shares at $2 per share).96 The assignment contained representations and
warranties from Gray and an indemnity in the case of breach.
A subscription and shareholders’ agreement between Paragon Medical Ltd, CRI, Gray, Jones,
Kevin Karlson97 and NJI No 2 Investment Fund (Nomura), ensured assets were transferred from
Gray, CRI and the old Paragon to the new Paragon. Various warranties were given by the parties,
including warranties about the ownership of intellectual property rights and that no claims or
proceedings were threatened or pending.98
Alongside the significant steps being taken towards commercialisation, Gray was continuing
to deal with controversies on several fronts at UWA. Robson wrote to Gray on 19 November 1997
asserting that in failing to obtain the Vice-Chancellor’s approval for his directorship with Paragon
Medical Ltd, Gray was in breach of university policies on consultancy work and professional
relationships. Robson insisted Gray immediately resign as director of Paragon.99 In early 1998
Gray was still insisting all rights in contract research work done by CRI on behalf of Paragon
Medical Ltd would be owned by Paragon and before any student accessed any intellectual
property owned by CRI, they would be required to sign an agreement protecting such property,
including by way of obligations of confidentiality. Discussions with UWA about this issue
continued through 1998 and into 1999.100
In 1998 significant progress was made by the new entity formed with the assistance of
Nomura. Approval was obtained from the Therapeutic Goods Administration for the sale of SIRSpheres in Australia.101 Provisional patent application No PP8998 (‘Magnetic material’) was
filed by Paragon Medical Ltd on 3 March 1999.102 Patent application No 28952/00 (‘Heating of
magnetic material by hysteresis effects’ Thermo-Spheres-3) was filed on 3 March 2000,103 naming
Gray, Jones and Raffaele Cammarano104 as inventors.105 Paragon Medical lodged provisional
application PP9228 (‘Production of resin based radionuclide-containing microspheres’) on 16
March 1999.106
Despite progress towards commercialisation, only limited progress appeared to be made by
Gray on the several matters still on the boil at UWA. The UWA Vice-Chancellor (Schreuder)
wrote to Gray in June 1999 querying the ownership of the intellectual property in the microsphere
technology and the sale of SIR-Spheres to RPH.107 In his reply, Gray asserted that CRI owned the
intellectual property and any potential conflict had been resolved by his reduction from a full time
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to a fractional appointment. During 1999 Paragon’s website was monitored by UWA’s solicitor.108
In October Schreuder replied to Gray, asserting that UWA, as his employer, would have rights in
intellectual property in various patents covering the microsphere technology and seeking further
information. In his letter Schreuder reminded Gray of Robson’s direction (in November 1997) for
him to resign as director of Paragon.109 In November Gray replied asking Schreuder to provide
‘the facts’ on which he relied when asserting ownership of the intellectual property in the patents.
Gray remained an employee of UWA until 21 November 1999.110
In the following year the public float took place. The professional advisors engaged by Paragon
for the float were the legal firm Freehills (undertaking the necessary due diligence enquiries for
statements made in the prospectus and to advise generally) and the accounting firm Deloittes. Two
firms of patent attorneys were hired to advise on the patents.111 The board of Paragon established
a due diligence committee to oversee the necessary due diligence processes.112 Outside the areas
covered by the reports from the advisors, Gray was responsible for due diligence enquiries about
the company and its technology (eg, as to clinical trials).113 During the due diligence enquiries the
potential for a claim by UWA in relation to the early clinical trial data was raised but no express
reference to it was made in the prospectus.114 The prospectus included an entry under ‘risk factors’
referring to the risk of third parties claiming rights in the technology and the following statement:
‘The Directors cannot exclude the possibility that a person may claim in future an ownership
interest in the technology, but the Directors are not aware from their investigations of any such
claims having been made against the Company’.115
The court at first instance found that from his correspondence with Schreuder in 1999, Gray
was aware of the potential claims of UWA, he ‘must have known’ it was a matter relevant to the
prospectus due diligence and yet he ‘decided not to disclose’ the issue to those involved with the
prospectus.116 It found it was likely Gray thought UWA was using its claims to the technology to
force him to resign and it would not take the matter further.117 The first instance court considered
Gray ‘took a calculated risk’ in not disclosing the correspondence.118
The ‘second’ Paragon Medical Ltd changed its name to Sirtex Medical Ltd on 4 April 2000.119
The prospectus was launched on 17 July 2000.120 It offered 15 million shares at an issue price of
$1.121 Sirtex Medical Ltd listed on the Australian Stock Exchange in August 2000.122
The Sirtex Medical Ltd prospectus came to the attention of the PVCR (Barber) in 2000.
He decided not to act on it immediately because of the risk a claim by UWA might affect the
share price and thereby expose UWA to a damages claim.123 He also recognised there would be
difficulties in establishing the origin of the intellectual property rights and the costs to UWA of
such a dispute would be considerable.124 Barber hoped that if Gray was financially successful in
the float, he might support a chair of surgery at the university.125

V UWA Claims
In January 2001 UWA embarked yet again on a new plan to commercialise intellectual
property generated at the university. It opened an Office of Industry and Innovation (OII),126
with Andrew Sierakowski, appointed as its director, reporting to the PVCR.127 In the same month
questions arose once again at UWA about the ownership of the microsphere technology, this time
in the context of the operation of CACS. Its director (Elizabeth Williams), in her reporting of the
past and future activities of CACS, produced a discussion paper that referred to the microsphere
technology as being developed within CACS. In his email response to the discussion paper Gray
rejected any association between the development of the technology and CACS; he asserted it
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had been developed by CRI, an institute independent of CACS and only the early clinical trials
had been conducted under the UWA/RPH umbrella.128 During the following months there was
correspondence between CACS and Gray (acting on behalf of CRI) about the return of what he
claimed was CRI-purchased equipment currently being used by CACS.129 The dispute escalated
and a summons was issued in the local court on 22 March 2002 against Williams.130 As part of
the dispute about recovery of CRI equipment from UWA, in June and November 2002, legal
representatives of UWA contacted Jones, enquiring about the location of various laboratory books
recording experimentation undertaken at UWA.131 Gray asked Jones to give him a number of the
books. Gray later denied having possession of these books and they were not produced in the
main litigation.132
In February 2003 Sierakowski began to investigate the ownership of intellectual property
developed by Gray during Gray’s time at UWA.133 The director of legal services at UWA (Kim
Heitman) also became involved. The investigation did not unearth any new facts, so why was
there continuing interest in the matter? Heitman admitted in evidence that one of the reasons
he pursued this further investigation was news of a proposed takeover bid by Cephalon Inc for
Sirtex Medical Ltd, something that indicated to Heitman the microsphere technology ‘had a
significant commercial value’.134 In late March 2003 UWA engaged external solicitors to advise
in the matter.135 Their advice, delivered in September 2004, was that there were several possible
causes of action.
The takeover offer (of $270 million) from Cephalon Inc came in early 2003. It was made in
response to Sirtex Medical Ltd’s hiring in 2002 of a US corporate advisory firm (Three Oaks)
to solicit interest in investment in Sirtex at a time when Sirtex’s share price had been falling.136
But the Cephalon bid ($4.85 a share)137 occurred when the Sirtex share price was rising.138 The
bid required a 90 per cent minimum acceptance. On 12 February 2003 Gray granted Cephalon
an option over the Sirtex shares held in his name amounting to 19.9 per cent of the shareholding
(Gray then controlled 36.9%). His actions surprised other shareholders who had earlier been told
by company representatives that Sirtex was worth more than was being offered by Cephalon.139 In
May, CRI (with an 8.9% shareholding in Sirtex) refused the offer and so it failed.140
During 2003, as part of its new investigation about the ownership of the microsphere
technology, UWA contacted Chen. Chen then engaged a solicitor to advise her in relation to the
claims against Gray and Sirtex then being considered by UWA.141 Chen was only interested in the
DOX-Spheres technology and she was worried UWA’s claims over the microsphere technology
would delay the resolution of her dispute over the DOX-Spheres. In order to avoid her claims
being found to be made out of time, on 24 October 2003 a writ was filed in the Supreme Court
of Western Australia in her name with Gray, CRI and Sirtex Medical Ltd as defendants but it was
not served at that time.142 The Chen writ was served only against CRI143 but the litigation was
discontinued in early 2005.144
On 9 September 2003 Gray sold 3 million ordinary shares in Sirtex Medical Ltd to fund
manager Colonial First State for $15.3 million.145
UWA decided to commence proceedings. A lengthy letter of demand was sent by UWA’s
solicitors to Sirtex Medical Ltd on 27 September 2004. UWA claimed that Sirtex Medical Ltd now
held the relevant intellectual property as constructive trustee.146 Among the actions demanded by
UWA was for Sirtex to amend its share register to record UWA as the beneficial owner of shares
then held by Gray and his company (Pine Ridge Holdings Pty Ltd).147
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Proceedings by UWA against Gray and Sirtex Medical Ltd were commenced on 21 December
2004. There was an ex parte hearing and injunctive relief was granted against Gray dealing with
his shares and options in Sirtex until 11 January 2005.148 The following day Sirtex notified the
stock exchange of the legal proceedings against it.149 On 11 January Gray gave undertakings
not to deal with his Sirtex shares or options until 8 February. In February CRI was joined in the
proceedings and gave undertakings not to deal with its Sirtex shares and options without giving
14 days’ written notice to UWA’s solicitors.150
In August 2006 Sirtex announced it would be making an application to include a cross claim
against Gray and CRI in the proceedings brought against it by UWA.151

VI CRI
Prior to the hearing, UWA agreed to settle its claim against CRI. This settlement, like all
aspects of this litigation, was controversial.
Initially, in response to the letter of demand sent by UWA to Sirtex Medical Ltd and the
service on CRI of the Chen writ, CRI decided to dispose of its assets and commence winding up.
In December 2004 the general meeting of CRI resolved to donate its assets to the Walter and Eliza
Hall Institute (WEHI) and to dissolve CRI.152 CRI was joined in the UWA proceedings in February
2005 and it gave undertakings not to deal with its Sirtex shares and options without giving 14
days’ written notice to UWA’s solicitors.153 In accordance with this obligation, CRI gave written
notice to UWA on 12 April 2006 of its intention to donate its Sirtex shares to the WEHI.154 In
response, on 8 May 2006, UWA sought and obtained interlocutory orders to restrain CRI dealing
with its Sirtex shares and options until further court order.155 Following a mediation conference
on 31 July, UWA and CRI agreed to a settlement on the basis that CRI would transfer its Sirtex
shares to a trust to be called The Cancer Research Trust (CRT), the board of management of the
trust to be made up of representatives of UWA, CRI and the WA Institute for Medical Research.156
But not everyone associated with CRI agreed with the UWA settlement. A purported general
meeting of CRI, held on 27 September 2006, resolved to reject the UWA settlement, and instead
to go ahead with the donation of CRI assets to WEHI, and thereafter to wind up CRI. The meeting
purported to appoint a new board comprising Gray, his sister and Gray’s solicitor.157
Two days later, UWA applied to the Federal Court seeking specific performance of the
settlement agreement with CRI. On 5 October the Federal Court appointed a receiver (Mark
Conlan) to CRI’s Sirtex shares, the receiver to convene a meeting of CRI to decide on ratification
of the agreement or some alternative course of action to resolve the UWA proceedings against
it.158 However, in light of uncertainty about the identity of members of CRI and the composition
of its board, the receiver later applied to the Federal Court to have his powers extended. The
court granted the application, extending the receiver’s powers so he could act on CRI’s behalf
in relation to the litigation brought against it by UWA and, if appropriate, to settle it on terms
approved by the court.159
In March 2007 UWA and CRI sought court approval for the settlement agreement. The
application was opposed by Gray and two other purported directors of CRI (as interveners)
and Sirtex Medical Ltd. The settlement agreement was approved by the court.160 Subsequent
applications by Gray and Sirtex to appeal the court’s decision were unsuccessful.161
On 14 May 2009 court orders were made that the receiver ‘be empowered to take all
such steps as are necessary to wind up CRI’s activities and to deregister it as an incorporated
association’.162 The Sirtex shares held by CRI were transferred to Cancer Research Fund Pty Ltd
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(CRF), as trustee for the CRT, on 22 June 2009.163 It was subsequently reported in the press that
CRF sold its Sirtex shares in September 2009 for $20.5 million.164

VII UWA Claims in the Federal Court
When the case came before the Federal Court, UWA argued that Gray had breached his
employment contract because he failed to comply with the intellectual property regulations of
the university (the patent regulations, 1971 and the intellectual property regulations, 1996). UWA
also argued Gray was in breach of an implied term in his contract of employment to the effect
that for academic staff who undertook research and used university facilities, any intellectual
property created in the course of their employment was owned by the university. During the lead
up to the hearing an attempt was made by UWA to argue there had been a breach by Gray of an
implied term under which he owed UWA a duty of good faith and fidelity. However this ground
had not been part of the original pleadings and the attempt to add it in the course of the litigation
was rejected.165 UWA also argued that by reason of his employment, Gray owed fiduciary duties
to the university, including a duty to deal with UWA property rights so as ‘to protect and preserve’
the property, a duty not to make a secret profit166 and a duty to account for any secret profit.167
According to UWA these duties applied during his employment as well as after the employment
had ceased. UWA sought orders that Gray transfer his Sirtex shares and options to UWA and
account for any benefits obtained by reason of the shares and options.168
UWA also claimed Sirtex Medical Ltd was knowingly concerned in Gray’s various breaches
of fiduciary duties owed to UWA and in relation to his wrongful receipt of Sirtex shares, it claimed
Sirtex had knowingly assisted Gray by way of the issue of its shares during the public float.169
UWA sought a declaration that Sirtex held all rights in the microsphere patent applications,
patents and inventions on trust for UWA and orders that it transfer the rights to the university.170
Gray denied any breach of employment contract. He argued the failure of UWA to maintain
the patents committee meant he was not in breach of any contractual obligations arising under the
intellectual property regulations. He rejected the implied term argued for by UWA. Gray denied his
actions breached any fiduciary duties owed to the university. He also claimed the letter of demand
and the commencement of proceedings by UWA constituted unjustified threats of infringement
action within s 128 of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth). He claimed UWA had represented that it did
not, and would not, assert any rights in the intellectual property in the microsphere technology
and to do so now, amounted to misleading or deceptive conduct within s 52 of the Trade Practices
Act 1974 (Cth). Gray also cross claimed against UWA, arguing the letter of demand sent by it to
Sirtex Medical Ltd constituted defamation (of him) and it was actuated by malice, so a claim of
qualified privilege171 was not available to the university and the representations in the letter also
amounted to misleading or deceptive conduct.172
In the Federal Court Gray also claimed Chen had falsely represented her contribution
as inventor on the DOX-Spheres patent application (of 18 November 1993) and he sought a
declaration that Chen had no interest in the application.173 Chen denied the false representation
claim and asserted that she was an inventor of the technology.
Sirtex Medical Ltd denied it was knowingly involved in any breach of contract or fiduciary
duty by Gray. It cross claimed against UWA, arguing the letter of demand and the commencement
of proceedings constituted unjustified threats of infringement action within s 128 of the Patents
Act 1990 (Cth). It also claimed UWA (in Barber’s January 1997 letter) had represented to Gray it
did not, and would not, assert any rights in the intellectual property in the microsphere technology
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and Sirtex had entered into dealings in reliance on the representations. Sirtex argued this was
the ‘true position’ of UWA and that if it was not, the representations in the letter amounted to
misleading or deceptive conduct within s 52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).174
Sirtex Medical Ltd also cross claimed against Gray and CRI. It argued they had each breached
their warranties (in respect of ownership) given on the assignment of the technology and Sirtex
now wished to rely on the associated indemnities. Sirtex also argued Gray and CRI had engaged
in misleading or deceptive conduct.175 Sirtex claimed Gray had breached duties owed to it ‘at
law, in equity and pursuant to the provisions of the Corporations Law’176 by his actions such
as not disclosing correspondence with UWA indicating its potential claims to ownership of the
microsphere technology.177

VIII The First Instance Decision
Justice French in the Federal Court rejected UWA’s claims against Gray and Sirtex Medical
Ltd but he found in favour of Sirtex in respect of its cross claim against Gray. Gray’s claims
against Chen were dismissed.
The court found that of the two intellectual property regulations argued to apply, (patent
regulations, 1971 and intellectual property regulations, 1996), only the earlier patent regulations
had any operation for most of the relevant period. The intellectual property regulations 1996 had
not been formally promulgated as required by s 16E(2) of The University of Western Australia
Act 1911 (WA)), in order to bring them into effect178 until 30 November 1997, at which time
the patent regulations were rescinded.179 The patent regulations 1971 did not purport to vest
intellectual property rights in UWA. What they relied upon was the general law rule discussed
below. They obliged persons to disclose ‘any patentable invention made or developed wholly or
in part during the course of that person’s duty or whilst using the University’s research facilities’
and to assign his or her rights to the university if it decided ‘to exercise its rights in the invention’
(regulations 6-9). These regulations were in effect procedural rules for the assignment to the
university of whatever rights it acquired under the general law rule. As discussed below, the court
found the general law rule that vested ownership of employee-generated intellectual property in
the employer was ‘negatived’ by the circumstances of Gray’s employment, and even if the court
was wrong and the term could be implied, it was ‘negatived’ by the change in the scope of Gray’s
employment over the relevant period.
In contrast to the patent regulations of 1971, the intellectual property regulations 1996
purported to vest ownership of staff-generated intellectual property in UWA and they were found
to be invalid in so far as they attempted to do this. Under s 16E of The University of Western
Australia Act, 1911 (WA), the university senate was authorised to make regulations about the
‘control and management of its own property’ but in the court’s view this did not authorise the
senate ‘to make regulations acquiring property from others or interfering with their rights’.180
The court considered the words of s 16E were ‘not apposite to such a wide construction’ and in
addition ‘there is a well established presumption against construing legislation as interfering with
vested proprietary interests’ unless this is expressly provided for.181 In the court’s opinion, UWA
regulations that ‘purport to vest intellectual property rights in it or interfere with the intellectual
property generated by its academic staff’ were invalid.182
In the court’s view, if the university wished to own intellectual property developed by its
staff, it would have to expressly provide for the assignment of such rights in its employment
contracts. Once the assignment of rights from staff to university had been affected, UWA could
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validly manage and control them under its statute and regulations. But what UWA could not do
was ‘acquire property from its staff members’ by operation of its regulations.183 Trying to achieve
the result indirectly, by including a regulation to the same effect (ie, vesting ownership of the
staff-generated intellectual property in the university) in an employment contract would also not
solve the problem as ‘[t]he incorporation of the statutes and the regulations of the university into
staff contracts is, in my opinion, posited on their validity’.184
Even an express assignment in the employment contract was not a complete answer. The
court warned of the potential problems with bringing claims in similar circumstances as these
because ‘… as this case demonstrates, the transaction costs of administering and enforcing such
provisions and the uncertainty surrounding their scope and application, raises a real question as
to their utility’.185 What was the court’s answer to these problems? In its opinion one alternative
for universities to consider was to offer:
…highly competent and experienced commercialisation services in exchange for a
negotiated interest in the relevant intellectual property. That alternative offers many
benefits in terms of incentives, harmony and certainty that are not available through the
enforcement of legal rights unlikely to be capable of precise definition.186

The other basis for UWA’s claims of ownership relied on a term implied into the employment
contract of its academic staff.
Ownership of rights in a patent created by an employee is not specifically provided for in
the Australian patents legislation.187 Nevertheless, the legislation contemplates that persons other
than the inventor, for example an employer, may acquire rights to the invention. Section 15(1)(b)
of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) provides that a patent may be granted to a person who ‘would, on
the grant of a patent for the invention, be entitled to have the patent assigned to the person’. The
section relies upon the general law to determine the question of ownership of the patent.
There is case law in Australia and some analogous overseas jurisdictions such as the United
States, Canada and New Zealand,188 establishing an implied term in relation to ownership of
employee-generated patents. The effect of the implied term is that inventions created by an
employee, where the employee is ‘hired to invent’, are owned by the employer. However, where
the employee is not hired to invent, there is no implied term that ownership of any invention
arises in the employer and this is so even though the employee created the invention during work
hours and/or using the employer’s equipment.189 The general law implication is subject to express
agreement190 and specific legislation.191 The Federal Court relied upon this authority to find that:
… [a]bsent express agreement to the contrary, rights in relation to inventions made by
academic staff in the course of research and whether or not they are using university
resources, will ordinarily belong to the academic staff as the inventors under the [Patents
Act] 1990. The position is different if staff have a contractual duty to try to produce
inventions. But a duty to research does not carry with it a duty to invent.192

The court described UWA’s main claim against Gray as relying on an implied obligation
existing ‘as an incident of [his] contract of employment’ which gave UWA the right to apply for a
patent for ‘any invention developed by [Gray]’.193 But in the circumstances of Gray’s employment,
the court found several factors militated against a finding of the implied term argued for by UWA.
First, Gray and ‘the other academics employed as researchers with him’194 had ‘no duty
to invent’.195 The court was of the view that ‘a duty to research does not carry with it a duty
to invent’.196 According to the evidence as to Gray’s responsibilities as professor of surgery at
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UWA, he was hired to teach and research and patentable inventions may have resulted, but he
was not hired to invent.197 The duty to research could be fulfilled ‘in a variety of ways’ and the
choice was ‘within the discretion of the researcher’.198 Second, the public purposes of UWA as a
‘university’ (a ‘community of teachers and scholars’)199 meant there was no basis upon which to
imply a duty preventing disclose of the results of research (eg, in scholarly publications), even
where public disclosure would potentially affect the patentability of an invention.200 The third
factor was that Gray was expected to obtain most of his funding to undertake research (which
might include developing inventions) from sources outside the university.201 In the field where
Gray was working, academics were expected ‘to act to a significant degree as entrepreneurs in
securing the resources’ for their work.202 The final factor was that undertaking the kind of research
he did, it was essential for there to be collaborative arrangements with third parties such as other
research institutions like the CSIRO.203 In the court’s view this context took Gray outside the
circumstances where the common law had previously implied a duty to transfer ownership of
employee-generated patents to the employer.204
Had it found in favour of an implied term in Gray’s contract of employment under which
UWA would own the rights to the microsphere technology, the court was also of the view that
the terms of the UWA/LCI/CRI and CACS affiliation agreements, varying UWA’s usual terms
of intellectual property ownership where research funds did not flow via UWA, would have
‘negatived that implication in the circumstances to which they applied’.205
The court went on to explain that the outcome of the case would have remained the same,
even if the judge had found in favour of UWA in relation to its implied term argument. Essentially
this was because of the change in the scope of Gray’s employment over the period. The court
agreed with comments in the earlier case of Victoria University of Technology v Wilson206 that an
employee’s duties often change over time and the precise scope of the job the employee is hired
to undertake has to be determined as at the relevant time.207 Over the relevant period the scope
of Gray’s employment had changed. From his initial appointment in 1985 he was employed to
teach and research but not to invent. The work he undertook for the original Paragon Medical
Ltd and for Sirtex Medical Ltd fell ‘outside the scope’ of his employment with UWA.208 When
Gray moved to a fractional appointment in March 1997, the arrangement was for him only to do
clinical work at RPH and thereafter he was not employed ‘to invent, nor to research’.209 These
changed circumstances ‘negatived’ any implied term argued for by UWA.210
The court went on to discuss the question of the identity of the inventions and their
inventors.211 This question was only relevant if UWA’s implied term argument had been successful.
Nevertheless, the court outlined what its opinion on these issues would have been, if it had found
in favour of UWA.
Referring to earlier United States and Canadian case law and relying on earlier UK and
Australian decisions (in particular Polwood Pty Ltd v Foxworth Pty Ltd212), the court was of the
view that determining what constituted the invention and its inventor depended upon identifying
those persons who contributed to the ‘inventive concept’.213 Finding the inventive concept did not
depend on an examination of each claim made in the patent documentation nor was it a question
of determining who contributed to individual elements of each claim.214 Crucially, it found that
Chen did not contribute to the inventive concept of the DOX-Spheres, but rather assisted with its
‘reduction … into practice’ and therefore she was not a joint inventor.215 In the end, of the three
inventions examined in the case, the court was satisfied that only the DOX-Sphere was created by
UWA staff (but not Chen) during their employment with UWA, so it was only this invention that
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might potentially have been caught within the operation of either the employment agreement or
the intellectual property regulations.216
UWA’s further argument that Gray was in breach of his prompt disclosure obligations (under
reg 6(1) of the patent regulations, 1971) was also rejected. The committee with the key role in
the operation of the regulations (the patents committee) was effectively abandoned by UWA
after 1985. Thereafter UWA did not have in place any administrative procedures to respond to a
disclosure of an invention by UWA staff. By doing so, UWA was no longer able to carry out its
‘reciprocal obligation’ of prompt response to the disclosure and it thereby removed ‘a necessary
condition of the existence of the inventor’s [disclosure] obligations’.217 Because UWA could not
validly acquire property rights from its staff by way of the operation of the intellectual property
regulations 1996, Gray could not be found in breach of obligations under its regulations 4(11)
(to refrain from acts inconsistent with UWA’s rights), 4(13) (to name UWA in any registration
applications) or 6 (prompt reporting).218
In the employment context there is authority establishing an implied duty of good faith and
fidelity owed by the employee. It operates during employment and also survives its termination.219
UWA failed to specifically argue this implied term in its original pleadings in the litigation and
the court refused its application to add it later. However, a similar fiduciary duty owed by an
employee to their employer (to act in good faith and to account for any unauthorised profits
received) will be breached where the employee takes for himself or herself an opportunity that in
law belongs to the employer. An example of the application of the principle is Victoria University
of Technology v Wilson.220 In that case two academics from Victoria University were found to
be in breach of the duty when they took an opportunity (involvement in the development of
an e-commerce electronic trading platform) which in law belonged to their employer. Justice
French in the UWA case considered the particular circumstances in which Gray and his fellow
researchers developed the microsphere technology enabled him to distinguish this case from
the earlier Victorian decision.221 In the court’s view UWA had failed to establish any ‘rights or
interests’ in the microsphere technology and therefore Gray’s dealings with it did not amount to
breach of any fiduciary duty owed by him as employee.222
UWA’s case against Sirtex Medical Ltd failed because the underlying case against Gray had
failed. The cross claims of Sirtex and Gray against UWA were also dismissed.223
The only successful party in the litigation was Sirtex Medical Ltd. It succeeded in its cross
claim against Gray. The court found both breach of director’s duty and misleading and deceptive
conduct in Gray’s failure in 2000 to disclose to Sirtex the 1999 correspondence between Gray and
UWA. The correspondence would have brought to Sirtex’s attention the risk of a claim by UWA
to the microsphere technology.224 However, the cross claim of Sirtex against CRI was dismissed.
These claims were based on UWA’s claims succeeding and they had been rejected.225
Gray’s claims against Chen were dismissed because the court was of the opinion Gray lacked
an interest ‘sufficient to warrant’ the declaration sought.226 Although the court had earlier indicated
in its judgment its belief that Chen was not an inventor in relation to the relevant technology, it
exercised its discretion in declining to make a declaration to that effect.227
The court made various orders, including orders dismissing UWA’s application and ordering
it to pay the costs of Gray and Sirtex.228 Sirtex later settled its costs claim against UWA. Under
the settlement, UWA agreed to pay Sirtex $3.25 million, with an amount of interest on the costs
to be determined by the court.229
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IX Appeals and Matters Arising
On 8 May 2008 UWA filed an appeal to the full Federal Court in relation to the first instance
court’s rejection of its claims against Gray. It did not appeal the failure of its claims against Sirtex
Medical Ltd. Gray did not appeal the finding in favour of Sirtex against him.230
Another serious matter for UWA arose later in 2008. On delivery of the first instance judgment
(in April 2008) the undertaking given to UWA by Gray, to not dispose of his Sirtex Medical Ltd
shares, lapsed.231 On 27 August, without informing UWA, Gray transferred 16,462,283 Sirtex
shares to ACN 132 442 114 Pty Ltd, a company in which Gray was the sole shareholder and a
director. Gray retained 1,060,000 shares held in the name of companies in which he has a relevant
interest. UWA applied for an interlocutory injunction against Gray and the company pending
the full Federal Court appeal and sought the company’s inclusion in the proceedings but its
application was unsuccessful.232 UWA subsequently applied to amend its originating application
by adding ACN 132 442 114 Pty Ltd as a party. This application was also rejected on the ground
that it related to matters arising after the date of the judgment and therefore UWA would have to
commence separate proceedings against Gray and ACN 132 442 114 Pty Ltd.233
In September 2009 the full Federal Court dismissed UWA’s appeal and ordered costs in
favour of Gray. The appeal court felt significantly constrained in its review of the relevant law
by the limited scope of the arguments before it (the case had been brought on a ‘narrow and in
a sense contrived’ basis).234 Several important areas of law were not included. The issue of an
employee’s implied duty of good faith and fidelity was not raised in the initial pleadings and an
attempt to include it later was rejected at first instance.235 There were no claims by UWA based on
breach of confidence. Even the breach of fiduciary duty argued for by UWA was limited to misuse
of property and did not include a claim of misappropriation of an opportunity offered to the
university.236 Though not commenting directly on how such claims, had they been made, would
have fared on appeal, the fact of their omission was important enough to be noted on more than
occasion in the judgment.237 For one of the omitted areas, confidentiality, the court found itself
able to include a consideration of this in so far as it ‘informs’ the court’s views on the implied
term relating to employee inventions.238 The court also made it clear that with the limited scope
of the arguments before it, it was by no means fully examining the ownership of ‘other species of
intellectual property’ (eg, copyright) in the university employee context.239
On appeal UWA did not challenge the conclusions of French J that under the legislation
establishing UWA it could not by means of regulation, ‘acquire property from its staff members’
that it did not otherwise own.240 Treating the relevant regulations (the patents regulations 1971)
as incorporated into Gray’s contractual obligations did not take the matter any further because the
existence of the patents committee (to which the Vice-Chancellor was to refer any disclosure by
staff of patentable inventions and be advised by) was a ‘contingent condition’ of the obligation.241
Without the committee, Gray was ‘excused’ from the obligation to disclose.242
The appeal court considered Gray’s obligations under his contract of employment. There
was no express obligation to invent, so the court looked at the terms implied at law (no argument
was brought about a term implied in fact).243 According to the appeal court the authorities
established that such terms operate in particular classes or types of contract and the test applied,
that of ‘necessity’ takes into account general policy considerations and the consequences of the
implication, rather than being limited to circumstances of business efficacy.244 The particular
implied term relating to employee inventions was to the effect that an invention created by an
employee will be owned by the employer where it is part of what the employee is employed
to do, ie where it is part of the employee’s ‘inventive responsibility’.245 The appeal court cited
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cases such as Victoria University of Technology v Wilson246 and Sterling Engineering Co Ltd v
Patchett.247 The difficulty was in determining in particular circumstances what work the employee
was engaged to undertake.248
The full Federal Court rejected UWA’s claim of implied term. There were several factors
weighing against the implication of such a term in the circumstances. Under Gray’s contract
of employment there was no duty to invent and such a term was inconsistent with the lack of
confidentiality restrictions, in particular in respect of publication of the research findings where
prior publication could adversely affect the ability to register any patent.249 The implied term
was also inconsistent with the extent of Gray’s dependence on funding from sources outside
the university. The court said that to have implied such a term where UWA was the manager of
grants rather than supplier of research moneys, would have allowed UWA ‘to reap where [the
outside funders] had sown’.250 The extent of research co-operation between different institutions
undertaken as part of Gray’s research and necessitating exchange of information, also militated
against a finding of such an implied term.251
The claim of breach of fiduciary duty (misuse of UWA property and not an argument about
misappropriation of an opportunity offered to UWA) failed on appeal for the same reason it had
failed at first instance, because it was dependent upon the court first finding in favour of UWA in
relation to the implied term.252
Another set of arguments on appeal were about the first instance decisions on the identity
of the inventions and their inventors, as determined by looking at each invention’s ‘inventive
concept’. This issue was relevant if, contrary to what the first instance judge and appeal court
found, the implied term argued for by UWA applied to Gray. The appeal court was not convinced
that any error had been made in the first instance judge’s application of the law and after a lengthy
examination of the facts, it similarly rejected UWA’s arguments about errors in the judge’s
findings of fact.253
On 1 October 2009 UWA applied to the High Court for special leave to appeal.254 The special
leave application was heard and rejected on 12 February 2010.255 The facts found in the lower
courts did not provide an ‘appropriate occasion’ for the High Court to consider the questions of
law being argued.256 At the time, the press indicated that Gray’s 29.5 per cent shareholding in
Sirtex was valued at ‘about $98 million’.257
In June 2010 Justice Barker in the Federal Court assessed the damages payable by Gray to
Sirtex in respect of its successful cross claim against him for his failure to inform it of the UWA
claims to the microsphere technology. Orders were made that Gray pay Sirtex $1,762,224.33 in
damages, plus interest of $812,961.50.258

X Implications
The litigation has a number of direct and indirect implications for the university sector.
One of these implications relates to the legislation establishing the various universities in all
states other than Queensland. Justice French found that the definition of ‘university’ under these
statutes adopts a ‘traditional formula’ recognising ‘staff and students as members of the university
and not merely as employees and clients respectively’.259 He referred in his judgment to an article
by Suzanne Corcoran that argues this formula, along with the five other ‘first principles’ she
outlines, should ‘form the basis of any exercise in the interpretation of university statutes’.260
In French J’s view the formula ‘may also have implications for the nature of the employment
relationship between UWA and its academic members’, although this was not argued in the case
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before him. However, in her article Corcoran herself recognises the increasing commercialisation
of the university sector and the effect this will have on the interpretation of university statutes.261
In the full Federal Court the judges noted the ‘slight’ evidence in the case about the extent of
UWA commercial activities and the effects of such commercialisation on academic obligations.262
Therefore there appears to be continuing scope for argument about the nature of the modern
university and, more importantly for claims over employee-generated intellectual property, how
this affects the interpretation of university statutes and regulations.
In the case, both at first instance and on appeal, the court was able to distinguish the facts
of Victoria University of Technology v Wilson,263 dealing with a breach of fiduciary duty owed
by university academics. Both courts regarded it as not directly useful in the very different
circumstances, where UWA had limited its argument to misuse of property and did not claim
misappropriation of opportunity. However, there are a number of important similarities between
the two cases, particularly if you compare the bigger picture, including the other litigation
generated by and around the main claims.264
Both cases illustrate some of the significant consequences of commercialising university
research. The Victoria University litigation arose in the context of a university seeking to generate
outside funds from the education, research and consultancy work of its research centre. The
university was suing not only two of its staff members but was also seeking relief against a
commercial entity formed to exploit the newly developed technology. The public company, like
that in the UWA case (but on a smaller scale), had attracted third party investors whose interests
would be affected by any claims to the technology made by the university. In both cases, it was
news of an impending sale of interests in the company owning the technology that ultimately
spurred the universities to take legal action to preserve their positions. In the UWA case, the
ownership of the technology by a listed public company gave rise to considerable argument in
the early stages of the litigation about the obligations of the company to alert the stock exchange
to the claims made by the university. In the case of Victoria University, the litigation resulted
in a transfer of a considerable shareholding in the public company to the university. Almost
immediately the university found itself having to fend off an attempt by another shareholder to
gain control of the company, as well as being faced with claims by the chief executive of the
company in relation to binding promises of shares made early in the company’s development.265
In both instances the academics were in leadership roles involving active engagement
in seeking outside funding for university research activities and were personally involved in
developing the project. Gray had been working on the microsphere technology before he arrived
at UWA and he continued to press its development through his years at UWA and then afterwards
through the entity established for its commercial exploitation. Although initially reluctant to
become personally involved in developing the e-commerce system architecture, the two academics
at Victoria University in the end developed new computing skills to add to their knowledge of
international trade, in order to bring the e-commerce project to fruition. The academics at both
UWA and Victoria University were keenly aware of the significance of protecting intellectual
property rights in the end product of their research endeavours and they obtained professional
advice from outside lawyers and patent attorneys.
In both circumstances the academics also relied at various stages on help from others,
including other academics and contract research staff. Unlike the Victoria University litigation
where this potential problem was not addressed in any detail, in Gray’s case the potential
complications were highlighted by the inclusion of Chen in the proceedings. Indeed, the UWA
first instance judgment indicates that the ownership of intellectual property generated by research
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students involved with several of Gray’s projects was a significant point of dispute between UWA
and Gray. Much more than the Victoria University case, the UWA case highlights the need to
encourage and protect the next generation of university researchers. This includes ensuring their
contribution to the development of any new technology is appropriately recognised and rewarded
in its subsequent commercialisation.
In the UWA case, because he took the view that the facts before him meant the Victoria
University decision did not apply, Justice French did not consider in any depth the facts relevant
to considering whether Gray, like the Victoria University academics, had taken for himself an
opportunity that in law belonged to his employer. The case therefore does not explore the timing
of the approach made by Nomura, nor the extent of its initial investment enabling the launch of the
public offering by Sirtex Medical Ltd in 2000. These would be key considerations in determining
whether UWA could claim a share of the considerable commercial value subsequently generated
by the microsphere technology. Any claims by UWA, if successful, like those of Victoria
University, would also have to take into account the considerable personal input of Gray and
other key members of his research team. But this in turn would lead, as in the Victoria University
case, to the need to also take into account any use by Gray of university resources. The claims of
third party investors would also have to be considered.
While referring to an article in a Canadian law journal as providing ‘a helpful discussion’
of the United States and Canadian cases as they related to universities,266 Justice French at first
instance did not go on to explore what was the author’s ‘more interesting question’ in respect
of university policies appropriating staff-generated intellectual property. The question posed by
the author was whether, in light of the provisions in university policies providing for disclosure
of intellectual property, where ownership vests in the university and the university is able to
commercialise the intellectual property in its name but is obliged to share the proceeds of the
commercialisation with the inventor/author, there would be fiduciary obligations owed by the
university to its employee.267 The author considers whether fiduciary obligations might arise
either by way of characterising the relationship between the university and inventor as one ‘akin’
to a joint venture (giving rise to fiduciary obligations) or recognising a duty of ‘good faith’ arising
in the particular employment context (a lesser duty, but one requiring the university to consider
the interests of the inventor as well as its own interests).268 He admits there are no Canadian cases
on the point and the United States cases show ‘reluctance’ to find such a duty or duties in these
circumstances.269
Another matter raised by Justice French, but not explored to any extent on appeal, is the
significant consequences of a dispute over who is the inventor of a patentable invention. Wrongly
designating the inventor on a patent application can have a significant effect on the validity of the
patent. One of the grounds on which a patent may be found to be invalid and liable to be revoked
by the court, is that ‘the patentee is not entitled to the patent’ (Patents Act 1990 (Cth) s 138(3)
(a)). Entitlement to the patent arises for those persons identified in s 15, including the inventor,
persons who on the grant of the patent would be entitled to have the invention assigned to them
(eg, an employer) and those who derive their title from the inventor (eg, by assignment). If an
individual asserted in the patent application that they were the inventor or joint inventor with
another and this claim was incorrect, the patent would be potentially revocable on the ground the
individual was not in fact entitled to be granted the patent. There are possible actions that could
then be taken to seek to rectify the position prior to grant (eg, an application made under s 104(1)
asking the Commissioner for leave to amend the patent documentation or a s 32 application to
the Commissioner to determine a dispute between applicants) or in relation to an application for
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revocation after grant of the patent (eg, under s 34(1) a court declaration may be made as to the
eligible persons).
This issue has been discussed by Australian courts on a number of recent occasions, in
particular in the context of employees and team-based research.270 The difficult and detailed task
of determining inventorship for the patentable inventions at issue in the UWA case was undertaken
by Justice French and the appeal court even though it was not strictly necessary in light of the
decision to reject the implied term argument. The judgments indicate how difficult a task this is,
for example determining whether the role of supervising researcher (Gray) would be sufficient
to make the person the inventor or a joint inventor.271 The evidence in the case showed that
researchers were coming and going from Gray’s research team. For some on contract, their stay
depended on further funds being available. For research students, it was a matter of completing
their qualifications and moving to the next position in their research careers. Although the research
team worked under the general umbrella of the microsphere technology, its individual members
were involved in different parts of the associated technologies. In these circumstances tracing a
clear line of inventorship becomes a difficult and time-consuming task.
One issue the judgments do not directly address but which anyone interested in the current
and future operations of a university would find an important matter for further consideration,
is research management or governance. A matter highlighted by the case is the complex nature
of current university research management. Even for the one specific area of the microsphere
research, there were the separate LCI and CRI entities272 and later came CACS, an entity that was
not in fact separate but a university vehicle for administering the joint operations of LCI/CRI and
UWA in this area. In the main case and in the wider Sirtex litigation, there is reference by the
courts to the failure of some entities to properly record meetings with appropriate signed minutes
and to comply with the entity’s constitution. More importantly perhaps is the evidence of the use
of the letterhead of one entity in circumstances where more than one entity was involved, leading
in some instances to misunderstandings about just what legal entity was the contracting party.273
Another related issue was the not infrequent use of separate agreements establishing research
centres and providing for collaboration with third parties, containing provisions for intellectual
property ownership that differed significantly from the provisions in the university regulations.274
This would obviously give rise to a complicated web of contractual obligations and rights for the
university to monitor and administer.

XI Conclusion
The microsphere litigation well illustrates the tortured path from conceiving a research
programme, through developing a patentable invention, to the eventual commercialisation of the
invention in the marketplace. The path is difficult, especially where a medical product or process
requires testing and government authorisation is involved. It reflects the reality of the universitybased researcher, undertaking the constant and gruelling task of applying for research funds,
often done for surprisingly small amounts and often unsuccessful. Where once there may have
been envisaged a community of scholars, the litigation reveals sometimes ferocious competition
between researchers for funding, even at the same university and in the same faculty.
Against this rather gloomy backdrop stands an individual researcher who has spent a
considerable part of his professional life concentrating his and others’ efforts on a line of research,
developed by increments over an extended period and only now showing the commercial success
made possible through the considerable investment of third parties. While the first instance judge
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accepted that Gray may have been considered by others a difficult person to deal with, it appears
that a difficult personality may be a desirable feature when it comes to pushing through to a
successful result in commercialising science. A key unanswered question in this case is whether
the success could have been achieved to the same extent if ownership of the intellectual property
had been claimed and retained from the outset by UWA.
The case in the Federal Court and then appealed to the full Federal Court, limited by the
arguments brought and areas of law not pleaded, was not an ideal test case for consideration of the
important issue of employee inventions in the university context. The full Federal Court in particular
pointed to the important role of the law of confidentiality in determining the appropriateness
of a more generalised implied term about employee inventions. The first instance judge saw a
resolution of the issue by way of express provision in individual contracts of employment but
even this was not without associated problems of ‘transaction costs’ and some uncertainty.275 The
appeal court found the implied term argued for by UWA was a ‘particularly blunt instrument to
settle the ownership of employee inventions’276 and looked instead to legislation or an ‘express
contractual regime’ to deliver a ‘less crude and more fair and reasonable result’.277 Similarly
constrained by the argued case, the High Court declined to grant special leave to appeal because
the findings of fact in the lower courts would not provide the appropriate opportunity to look at
the legal issues more widely.
Now the High Court has declined to look at the issue of ownership in university employeegenerated inventions, it is difficult to see how French J’s ideal of ‘incentives, harmony and
certainty’ coexisting in commercialised university research can be achieved without considerable
further discussion by all the stakeholders involved in the issue.
Keywords: university employee invention; ownership; employment contract; implied term.
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